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Com.mencernnt 
Baccalaureate Mass 
ST. JAMES CATHEDRAL 
Friday, May 28, 1965 - 10:30 A.M. 
	
PRESIDING 	MOST REvEREND THOMAS A. Coiwou.y, D.D., J.C.D. 
Archbishop of Seattle 
CELEBRANT OF THE MASS 	REViD EDMVND W. MORTON, S.J. 
OFFICERS OF THE MASS 	REVEREND JAMES W. KING, S.J. 
BEvEIiii TimoTHY F. CRo, S.J. 
BACCALAUREATE ADDRESS 	MOST REVEREND GEORGE B. Fiim, C.S.B., D.D. 
Archbishop of Winnipeg 
MASS 	Dedicated to Pn1]) Dnn. J. REIDY, S.J. 
Seattle University Chorale 
CARl. A. PITZER, Conducting 
CxRENcI Z, Organist 
Senior Brunch 
GRAND BALLROOM, OLYMPIC HOTEL 
Friday, May 28, 1965 - 12:80 P.M. 
Reception and Social 
GRAND BALLROOM, OLYMPIC HOTEL 
Friday, May 28, 1965— 8:00-10:00 P.M. 
To Honor 
THE GRADUATING CLASS OF 1965 
Commencement 
SEATTLE CENTER OPERA HOUSE 
Saturday, May 29, 1965 - 2:00 P.M. 
PROGRAM 
	
PROCESSIONAL 	REvERn ROBERT J. REBHAHN, S.J., M.A. 
REVEREND JAMES W. KING, S.J., M.A. 
REvrnND LAWRENCE V. Doonu, S.J., M.ED. 
Academic Marshals 
PRESENTATION OF COLORS 	Tim R.O.T.C. COLOR GUARD 
COMMENCEMENT CONVOCATION 
INVOCATION 
PtEVEREND FRANx B. Cos-riu.o, S.J., Pu.D. 
Academic Vice-President 
REvD GORDON E. TONER, S.J., M.A. 
University Chaplain 
HONORARY DEGREE CITATIONS 
ADDRESS TO GRADUATES 
SEATTLE UNIVERSiTY CHORALE 
PRESENTATION OF DEGREES 
CHARGE TO GRADUATES 
PRESENTATION OF COMMISSIONS 
PRESENTATION OF AWARDS 
RECESSIONAL 
VERY REVEREND Joim A. FnmBER, S.J., M.A., S.T.L. 
President of Seattle University 
MOST REVEREND GEORGE B. FLABIFF, C.S.B., D.D. 
Archbishop of Winnipeg 
Ca.ms E. ODEGAAED, PH.D. 
President of the University of Washington 
Ciims E. ODEGAARD, PH.D. 
President of the University of Washington 
CARL A. PrrzEIa, Directing 
Benedicamus Domino, Peter Warlock 
Kyrie Eleison, Milton Dieterich 
I'm Goin' to Sing, Shaw-Parker 
MOST REVEREND THOMAS A. Coicoii.y, D.D., J.C.D. 
Archbishop of Seattle 
Conferring of Bachelors' Degrees 
Conferring of Masters' Degrees 
VERY REvERIm jomN A. FrrrEjui1, S.J., M.A., S.T.L. 
President of Seattle University 
LIEUTENANT COLONEL ROBERT K. LIEDING, LL.B. 
Commanding Officer, R.O.T.C. 
President's Cup 
Bishop Shaughnessy Medal 
Professor Emeritus 
Citation 
GEORGE Baiiw Fi.uixn', C.S.B. 
Doctor of Laws 
Honoris Causa 
The prudent freedom of learned men, their dedicated exercise of spiritual and intellectual 
gifts for the service of others and the glory of Cod, are our most positive forces in the building of 
human society, whether civil or sacred. 
These qualities were already recognized in the Most Reverend George Bernard Flahiff of the 
Congregation of St. Basil at the time of his consecration as Archbishop of Winnipeg on May 31, 
1961. As was noted on that occasion, in Archbishop Flahiff the full liberty of a scholarly man and 
the praiseworthy obedience of a learned priest had been blended by the grace of God in order 
that the work of God's Kingdom might be accomplished on earth. 
Teacher, priest and scholar, Archbishop Flahiff, distinguished even among his confreres on 
the faculty of the Pontifical Institute of Medieval Studies in Toronto, has contributed significantly 
to the enrichment of the intellectual life of the Catholic Church. 
His elevation to the episcopacy was recognition both of his own achievements as scholar and 
administrator and of the impact of the Basilian Fathers on education in North America. Not the 
least of these achievements has been the service rendered in the education of many young Jesuit 
priests, including two distinguished members of Seattle University's faculty. 
Archbishop Flahiff's preparation for and involvement in matters of the mind has been 
extensive. A native of Canada, he is a graduate of St. Michael's College, Toronto, and of the 
Ontario College of Education. He subsequently studied at the University of Strasbourg and for 
four years at the Ecole de Chartes in Paris. 
During his lengthy tenure on the faculty of the Pontifical Institute, Archbishop Flahiff earned 
international recognition by his numerous and scholarly writings and as a profound and prolific 
commentator in the areas of medieval history and liturgical art. 
From 1954 to 1961 he was Superior General of the Basilian Fathers, and prior to his appoint-
ment as Archbishop of Winnipeg had served three years as president of the Canadian Religious 
Conference, national assembly of the heads of religious orders. Since 1963 Archbishop Flahiff has 
been chairman of the Canadian Catholic Conference, an association of Catholic bishops. 
Prior to the opening of the Second Vatican Ecumenical Council, he was appointed to the 
preparatory commission dealing with the affairs of religious and he continues to serve on the 
Conciliar Commission dealing with these matters. 
In recognition of his distinctive contribution to Catholic education, in acknowledgment of 
his achievements as priest, scholar, administrator and prelate, and for his personal qualities of 
integrity, courage and vision, Seattle University is proud to confer upon the Most Reverend 
George Bernard Flahifi, C.S.B., its highest award, the degree of Doctor of Laws, Honoris Cause. 
Citation 
Cinis E. ODECAABD, Pfi.D. 
Doctor of Laws, Honors Causa 
"In the conditions of modern life the rule is absolute, the race which does not value trained 
intelligence is doomed... Tomorrow science will have moved forward yet one more step, and 
there will be no appeal from the judgment which will then be pronounced upon the uneducated." 
These words of Alfred North Whitehead sharply underscore the constant challenge confront-
ing the nation's educational enterprise and point to the need for a strong direction of our academic 
establishments in the unending pursuit of their goals. 
Never in its nearly two centuries of existence has the American university, thrust by the winds 
of social change and caught up in the whirl of modem scientific advancement, had greater need of 
the firm direction of men who are not only practical but who have the vision to see beyond the 
merely immediate and exigent. 
Charles Edwin Odegaard, a leader in the mold of his illustrious predecessors Bagley, Graves 
and Suzzallo, has directed the destiny of the University of Washington since 1958 and has guided 
it #6 a position of eminence among the world's educational institutions. 
Vigorous, perceptive and with far-ranging interests, Dr. Odegaard is an internationally known 
educator possessed of credentials that match his achievements. Educated at Dartmouth College 
and Harvard University, he subsequently pursued a career in teaching and administration that 
brought him from the humble rank of assistant instructor in history to his present eminence. 
Between the time of that modest beginning and his selection as president of our state's largest 
university, Dr. Odegaard served, successively, as instructor, professor and assistant to the dean of 
the Graduate School at the University of Illinois. After four years as executive director of the 
American Council of Learned Societies, he returned to the campus, this time as dean of the 
College of Literature, Science, and the Arts at the University of Michigan. 
- - A member of numerous educational associations, Dr. Odegaard has served and continues to 
serve with distinction many civic, professional and governmental organizations. He is currently 
inbis third two-year term as president of the International Council of Philosophy and Humanistic 
Studies; is a board member of the National Merit Scholarship Corporation, the Teachers Insurance 
and Annuity Association, and the Council for Financial Aid to Education. 
Decorated as a Commander in the Order of the Italian Republic in 1962, he has likewise 
been honored by a number of leading colleges and universities. He holds honorary degrees from 
Lawrence College, Miami University of Ohio, the University of British Columbia, Dartmouth 
College, Gonzaga University and the University of California. He is a member of Phi Beta Kappa, 
the Medieval Academy of America, Beta Theta Pi and the American Historical Association. 
For his service to the citizens of our state in vigorously developing its major educational 
facility; for his concern for and deep interest in private education; for his distinctive achievements 
as teacher, administrator and citizen, Seattle University is proud to confer upon Charles Edwin 
Odegaard its highest award, the degree of Doctor of Laws, HonorS Causa. 
Baccalaureate Honors 
FREomcil FRANcIs BURXCII 
MARY KATHLEEN CoNNoRs 
MARcAiir MARY DAECES 
SIIEn.& DoiiN FisHEn 
LAURIE JoAN HEDRICK 
PATRICIA JEAN ANDREW 
CONSTANCE MAInE BALIrYNE 
(SR. JOSEPH MARIE, C.S.J.) 
Roy EARL BARIER 
FnEDJoucx A. BRUENER 
CATHERINE ANN BumER 
DONNA LYNN CHAPPELL 
(SR. INEz Ei ZAEm, F.C.S.P.) 
COLLEEN ANNE CORWIN 
NIcoLE JACQUELINE CROMARTY 
Joxirc BAYABD DESCAMP, JR. 
LLOYD TERENCE DODD 
GILE R .NDm-r DowNEs 
KARmE ANN Ex.us 
CIIAiuS LEONARD Fox 
SUMMA GUM LAUDE 
PAUL THOMAS HILL 
JUDITH C. LOVCHIX 
(SR. MARY THEJ, F.C.S.P.) 
MAUW KAYE NEAxj 
(SR. LEONOBE My, F.C.S.P.) 
MACNA GUM LAUDE 
LINDA KATHLEEN GABBINI 
PATRICIA LYNN HABDWXG 
GARY LEONARD HARKINS 
ALICE ANN HEujojiwER 
RONALD VERNE HILL 
MARY ANN KERTES 
MARY K.miauNE KiLE 
LENoit& Rum LAMPERT 
(SR. M. FBANCITA, C.S.J.) 
Louis ANTHONY MABzANo 
LAWRENCE EuGAR McKMc}rr 
Jo-ANNE Aui Mrwii 
(SR. MARY KEvrNrrA, C.S.J.) 
JoHN Hwiu. Mrua 
KAnILEEN ROSE Lri.cn O'SiiEt 
EuN MAUREEN O'SULLIVAN 
(SR. ELLEN MAUREEN, S.S.A.) 
DiA1mi MuuE SGKELIm 
PETER Biciiuw Toijjj 
MARY CATHERINE WOOD 
LuDovic B. PERXW 
JAMES DONALD PICTON 
MABcAIr MARY RONEY 
NEVADA LEE SARU'LE 
SHARON LYNN SCHULTE 
BARBARA JANE SEDLAK 
MARGARET O'DwYER Soriu 
THOMAS JOSEPH TREBON 
PATRICIA CAROLE VARTANIAN 
(SR. JoHN MARIE, F.C.S.P.) 
DENNIS LEE VERCILLO 
DIANE TERESE WILDE 
ANN 'Wu.uitsoN 
(SR. M. CARMEN, C.S.J.) 
LIA MADDEN Woixs 
K.&mLEEN M. BAGINSKI 
GARY WILLIAM BnwiN 
CAROL ANNIE BALLANCRUD 
JUDITH MAInE BEZY 
JAMES DENNIS BoRDENET 
MABcMtpr MARY BOWMAN 
PATRICE Cus BYRNE  
BEBNADErrE CARE 
MAIUrEE ELIZABETH COLEMAN 
HELEN CATHERINE CoYNIE 
AiN SHARON CURFMAN 
JosEPH STEVEN DEMO 
MARY ELLEN DONOVAN 
KE1UN RAR DUNN 
VERoMc& R. DYER 
PATRICIA ANNE ECERER 
GRACE V. EBBAMOUSPE 
GAIL MARIE FuIjEi 
CUM LAUDE 
ANNE EILzARFrII Gusroiw 
DAVID ANTHONY GREENE 
MAUREEN THERESA HANKER 
PATRICIA ANNE HAMILL 
SUZANNE JOLENE HECUY 
SUSAN MARIE JELUSON 
MAR'riIA JANE LEE 
MARY JANE LEHTINEN 
(SR. JEAN Miu, O.P.) 
SUZANNE MACDALINE Lixsii 
MARY CABMEL Lrrrrs 
(SR. MARY CABITA, C.S.J.) 
ROBERT ALBERT LOEENTZ 
KATHRYN ANN Lovcmic 
Siiiu EisJNE MAmorrI 
JoHN THOMAS MCCLosKEY 
GIOVANNA MIcHELI 
CECEUA MA1IE MoN-rcAu 
PATRICE CHARLES MOWERY 
SUSAN HOPE MURPHY 
GEORGE JOSEPH NEAULT 
JANE Ar,NE NIKOIAY 
CATHERINE O'BRIEN 
(SR. MARY ANNUNCXATA, OP.) 
BErrY JEANINE OrsoN 
AD1UANo Jusro PASION, JR. 
JAMES ROGER PEARSON 
JOHN ALLEN Runo 
SHARON LYNNE SEMINABIO 
SAMUEL R. SPERRY 
JuDITH MARIE TEMs 
(SR. M. DOBINA, C.S.J.) 
MILDRED ANN D0wNEY TORCERSON 
BARBARA JEAN VANDYKE 
LLOYD M. VON NORMANN 
BRUCE AlAN WEBER 
DANIEL JOSEPH WHITE 
Bachelor's Degrees 
College of Arts and Sciences 
REV. ROBERT I. Biwu, S.J., Pii.D., Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS CLASSICAL 
MARY ELLEN KRUG 
BACHELOR OF ARTS NON-CLASSiCAL 
PATRICIA JEAN ANDREW Jom BAYABD DESCAMP, JR. PAUL THOMAS HILL 
Magna Gum Laude Magna Gum Laude Summa Gum Laude 
TiiaIEsA ANNE ABAGON MARIANNE Doii KBISTAN ANN JACOBSON 
GARY Wiwi Bwwnr MARY EuEN DoNovAN SUsAN MAluE JELusoN 
Gum Laude Gum Laude Gum Laude 
CAROL ANNE BALLANGRUD GILE RANDLETT DowNEs KRISTINA THERE5E JOHANSON 
Gum Laude Magna Gum Laude DAI 	Jiis KELLEY 
JOSEPH D. BANZ KERIN RAB DUNN JoHE PATRICK KEEBY, JR. 
MARTIIA ANN Biw Gum Laude Jom. Cus KEETRs 
JACOLYN ROSE BENTON JiYs EDWARD DuRuZ MARY KATHERINE KIMBLE 
JUDITH MARIE Bizy VERONICA R. DYKE Magna Gum Laude 
Gum Laude Gum Laude GERALD WAYNE KING 
JAMES Giw BLAIR CHRISToPHER MICHAEL EACAN GIINE Airniuii Kx.u'REIucH 
VINcr LAWRENCE BORCICH PATRICIA ANNE Ecii PATRICIA L. KuNKER  
JERs DENNIS BOBDENEr Gum Laude JAMES DANIEL KBILEY 
Gum Laude KAETHE ANN Ews JOAN Lucius L4F1wz 
WiwAM Louis BOURGAULT Magna Gum Laude LorrE NORVIC LARSEN 
PATRICIA ANN BRADY GR&CE V. ERRAMOUSPE JOSEPH Fitrcis LAWS, JR. 
Cmusim BEEUoais Gum Laude DANIEL BUIUCE LEAHY 
JoHN Aiu-nuII Bnocmss PATRICK GARrtrrr FrrEcElLD MARTHA JANE LEE 
JAMES RICHARD BRULE SHARON ANNE FITZGERALD Gum Laude 
STEvEN Louis BucxMAsrER THOMAS B. FrrzMAuiucE 
BARBARA JOAN FLAKERTY 
PATRICK G1UmY LEWIS 
Bmi.'uw JONATHAN LOCKEEM, JR. BARBARA JANE BUELNA 
FREDRICH F1IAias BURIClI MICHAEL JAMES FLAHEB1Y ROBERT ALBERT L0RENTz 
Summa Gum Laude MICHAEL L. J. FLElnNG Gum Laude 
GERALD PATRICK BURKE GEORGE L'ABBE FLOHB JHs FK&as LoVE 
ROBERT GERARD CAIRNs GERALD FPANCrs FLYNN MARGAREr MANN 
BERI'rrrE CARE CHARLES LEoNARD Fox KENNETH E. MATHEWS, Jn. 
Gum Laude Magna Gum Laude MARGARET CATIIERINE MAZESJcI 
DoRENE MARDI CEN-rIou GAIL MARIE FULLER Jo ANNE MCCABmY 
ELIZABETH LouIsE CLABBY Cum Laude RoSE MARY MCCARTHY 
DENIS JOSEPH CLEARY LINDA KATHLEEN GABBINI 
ALICE RosESIAIUE McConiCK 
JOHN TXIAcY CODLINC Magna Gum Laude NORMAN CARY MEYER 
MABILEE ELIZABETH COLEMAN NATHAN LAWRENCE CREAmS joy DIANE Mns 
Gum Laude DAVID ANTHONY GREENE PATRICIA MINIETrE 
FRANCES ANN CowBoso 
PATRICK ChARLEs CONNOLLY 
Gum Laude 
JOHN MIcaA.EL Giu'mr 
DoRoTHY MAE M0ONEN 
(SR. MARY DoRoTHY, S.S.A.) 
COLLEEN ANNE C0EwIN C. KATHRYN GuYKEMA SHARON K.&THLIIN MoimxssEV 
Magna Gum Laude MAUREEN THERESA HAKKER SUSAN HOPE MURPHY 
JEAN ELIZABETH CouTrs Gum Laude Gum Laude 
HELEN CATHERINE COYNE 
Gum Laude 
JAMES M. HALEY 
MARGARET L0RATNE HALL 
AUGUSTINA NAZZIWA 
(SR. MARIA LEONSIA, D.M.) 
KENNETH LEE CROWDER DENNIS RAYMOND HAMILTON CLAUDE D. 
Nonms, JR. 
ANN SHARON CURFMAN LAURIE JOAN FIEDRICK 
ELLEN MAUREEN O'NEUI. 
Gum Laude Summa Gum Laude ELLEN MAUREEN O'SULLIvAN 
NEIL PATRICK DAWSON ALICE ANNE HELLDOERFER (Sn. ELLEN MAUREEN, 
S.S.A.) 
CHAnus JoHN DLAuimNTI, H Magna Gum Laude Summa Gum Laude 
JOSEPh! STEVEN DEMo MARLENE ANN HEPBURN 
ROBERT ANTHONY PATBICELU 
Gum Laude MONICA JEAN HILL JILL FANCHON PEARCE 
LouIsE PEPrIr 
Lunovic B. PERRY 
Magna Cum Laude 
JAMES DONALD PlcrroN 
Magria Gum Laude 
SHEilA PURCELL 
DoiuNIc EAMON Puzzo 
ROBERT EMMET RMTIS 
JOSEFINA JUN10 RAMAC 
LETEALIA Mnm REID 
JosE' PAuLErrE RICAIW 
JOHN JOSEPH RICHMOND 
WILLIAM FRANCIS RusSELL, JR. 
DIANNE MARIE SCHELLIN 
Summa Gum Laude 
DIANE L. ScIirmER 
SI1AnON LyNN ScHULTE 
Magria Gum Laude 
BjjmsiIA. JANE SEm.uc 
Magna Gum Laude 
Jonw Louis ADAMSIcI 
KATHLEEN M. BACINSKI 
Gum Laude 
DEAN MERnuL. BAU.s 
JOSEPH N. BrzEvIcH 
RxcnAjw HARVEY Boom 
CATHERINE MARY BuscHE 
LEO C. CHOW 
WIU2AM A. Ctx, JR. 
STEPHEN HARVEY DAULT 
JAMES GREGORY EAGLETON 
DAVID GEORGE FRICKEY 
MARY SUZANNE Gnrq 
SANDRA GENE HASENOEHRL 
MIcHAEL JoHN SIIANxs 
RIcHARD Kir.c SHAY 
BoNNIE FAmIEu SIImuzu 
CAROLINE MAHONEY SHoOK 
DANIEL JOSEPH SKELDON 
KAREN LEE SxomIAi. 
MARY VICrorilA SUND 
Mxcw. CHAms SPENCLER 
SAMUEL B. SPFautY 
Gum Laude 
JoHN OWEN SULLIVAN 
RiTA HElEN SuLLIvAN 
FIt&NcIs JolIN SusAx 
MARcur INDEPENDENGIA 
SWALWELL 
MARY JOSEPHINE SwALWELL 
DoUGLAs Ross THOMPSON 
THOMAS MICHAEL THOMPSON 
MILDRED ANN DOWNEY T0RCERSON 
Gum Laude 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
GARY VASHON HELLER 
MARY ANN KERTES 
Magna Gum Laude 
EDwA.!w CHARjJs KLEFFNER 
BRUCE JoHN LARSEN 
Louis ANTHONY MABZANO 
Magna Gum Laude 
JolIN THOMAS McCwsIcEY 
Gum Laude 
ROD A. MCDONALD 
MICHAEL ROBERT McK&MEy 
LAWRENCE EIGAR McKNIcirr 
Magna Gum Laude 
WILLIAM VINcEN"r MEYER 
ALBERT RALPH Tomuco 
THOMAS JOSEPH TREBON 
Magna Gum Laude 
CLARA ANNE HARVEY TROXELL 
CAROL ANN TROY 
RAMONA KARIA TRUMPP 
PATRICIA JOYCE DUCCAN VIaIIEUX 
DENNIS LEE VERcua.o 
Magna Gum Laude 
MARY PATRICIA WARREN 
BRUCE ALAN WERUI 
Gum Laude 
MARSHA LOUISE WELLER 
DENNIS WALmI WESTOVER 
MARY CATHERINE WOOD 
Summa Gum Laude 
LINDA MADDEN WORKS 
Magna Gum Laude 
CAROLYN LINDLEY WYNHAUSEN 
PATRICK CiIAraEs M0wERY 
Gum Laude 
RIciIAID BERni.M PETERSON 
JoHN DENNIS PLUT 
MARGARET MARY Rormx 
Magna Gum Laude 
WuLIAI EDwIN RowE 
FRANK Arn-iruii Burro, JR. 
JON MIchAEl. SMITH 
KAy MICHAEL SWEENEY 
JOANNE Vmcurrj. TEUBERT 
TOn GEORGE WILLIAMS 
TERENcE JOSEPH ZAIIN 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HOME ECONOMICS 
ROWENA FAVE AGNER, 	 Juny MARIE COMFORT 	 MOLLY (MARY C.) MALONE 
LYNN PATRICIA, CHErriE 	 PATRICIA DIANA KAILGBEN 	 BErrY JEANINE OLSON 
Gum Laude 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MEDICAL RECORDS 
CAROL L. BOROMASTER 	 IRENE MARY DYNES 	 KAREN BFaICE SCHNEIDER 
JOAN MAIIIS CRAMPOIJX CAROLYN KALEIOPUULANI JOYO 	Smnt ANN WHITWORTH 
JuDrrhi ANNE LAcEY 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MEDiCAL SECRETARIAL SCIENCE 
CATHERINE Lois LuCRINO 	 EnizN ANN SANDERSON 	 SHARLYN K. SciImmrEj.s 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MEDiCAL TECHNOLOGY 
DIANE TEBESE Wu.nE 
Magna Gum Laude 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NATURAL SCiENCE 
HAROLD J. BAIIrr 
HowARD Louis BEITER 
Wn.u4ui Ci.rn'oiw FARR0w 
MICHAEL MARmc FoRD 
ALBERT JosEPH LUNDELL 
ELADIO Fiwcisco BRAGANZA JOHN MICHAEL GnrrrrN 
SusAN FRANCES METERS 
JOHN HAJVrmU. Miiui 
DONALD EUGENE BROWN 
EMa.i HILTON COMBE 
JUDITH ANN GUZZO 
GEORGE WILLIAM KLEIN 
Magna Gum Laude 
GLErq Louis Muiu'iiy 
LAWRENCE CHAms Dum 
RALPH JOSEPH DUBLEY 
JARs ROBERT KNULL PETER RIcIKAIw T0REW 
VIcroR HOW-YEE L.M Summa Gum Laude 
School of Commerce and Finance 
PAUL A. VOLPE, Ph.D,, Dean 
BACHELOR OF COMMERCiAL SCIENCE 
R. COBURN ALLEN GEORGE LEO GRwFiN ELAINE CATHERINE O'BIUEN 
JOSEPH SALVATORE ARENA JERoME DONALD GuNviLLE RICIIAIID Ai 	O'BIUEN 
ELIZABETH ANNA BAILEY GERALD FRANK HALEY JOHN LAWBENCE Oi.soN 
WILLIAM CHARLES BALCE PATRICK W. HALL MIQIA.Ez.. JA.MEs O'NEu. 
RONALD LEON BARNES DENNIS BRIAN HARKINS ANTHONY JOHN PHILIPPSEN, JR. 
ROBERT LER BASOM, JR. KENT LLEvvELLYN HARMoN JAMES PATRICK PORTERFJELD 
ROBERT FIIAIic BATDOEF JAMES JOSEPH HARRISON, JR. GEORGE DENNIS RAGAN 
GREGORY Louis BERNIER RALPH FiuIDmCK HASELMAN JoHN Fiwnc REDA 
JAMEs ALFRED BERTmi RICHARD JAMES HASENOEHBL Dism RANDALL RETTIG 
THoMAs PAUL BoHN, JR. SItvEN Pimn' HASSLINGER MARY CiIuI RoNI 
DENNIS PETER BORG RICHARD KENNETH HAWLEY JoHN DAVID RossICK 
FimiERIcx A. BRUENER ROBERT LEE HILLING DAVID DINEEN RUEsCHENBERC 
Magna Gum Laude ALLAN RAYMOND Hoimoacs Jomc ALLEN RUTTo 
WILLIAM G. BRYANT VICTOR R. HUGO Gum Laude 
BARBARA JEAN BUERCE Vmacr STANLEY IvANCIc LEROY OTrO SANDLAND 
PATRICK CHARLES BYRNE J. Coiwu. JACKSON 
KENTON ROBERT SAUVACE 
Gum Laude URSULA MARY JAsncsIa WILLIAM HARRISON SCATES, JR. 
LEON SAM CEIouro RONALD C. JoNEs HERBERT ANTON SCffIESSL, JR. 
DON CABLSON JAMES JOSEPH KuxIINSxi MICHAEL JOSEPH SCHBECK 
JANE MARY FLErCIIER CAlm EDWIN JOSEPH LoLD DAVID ARTHUR SEELEY 
RICHARD ALLEN CAVALIERE MICHAEL JOSEPH LEIBOLD JoHN VERNON SHANLEY 
PATRICK FRANCIS CHARLEs MICHAEL FRANCIs LICHTFOOT WALTER R. SHIGLEY 
WILLIAM WOODALL CuF'loIw GERALD CIIABLEs LINDRoisr DONALD R. SIMMONS 
GARY DEAN COMNICK PETER REYNOLDS LOCKWOOD SAM Fn.i'cas SIMONE, JR. 
EUGENE BENJAMIN DAJEY D0NAII WILLIAM LUBY THOMAS RONALD SKODA 
LLOYD TERENCE DOD]) BARBARA ANNE MACK FRErnauac RIcInioND SMrriI 
Magna Gum Laude 
JAMEs ALLEN MALLoNEE MICHAEL WILLIAM SMITH 
BRUCE LEE DONALDSON 
ROBERT MATTHEWS MICHAEL CURTIS STIMSON 
JAMES ARTHUR DONLEY 
GLEN GILBERT MATTISON THOMAS RorcER STOREY 
ROBERT MICHAEL DUNN THOMAS Jiils MCCANN, JR. MALCOLM DOUGLAS STROUD 
CIIAIu.Es GEORGE DYNEs 
DAvID EDwIN MCCAULEY MICHAEL L. S1JLUVAN 
Arnmm EDWARD EASTMAN DAVID JAMES MCDERMOTT ROBERT RANDOLPH SULLIVAN, JR. 
FRANK MIcHAu. EDEL 
TEmiY A. MCLELLAN RiCHARD Jonrc TAGMAN 
LAWRENCE Jom ERICKSON 
JolIN STEPHEN MilLER BEATRICE I. TAYLOR 
WrLLIAM Es-itp MARY AriN Miu..ER MARIE LouisE THIBION 
Micii 	O'HAIIA EvE1u DAVID WmuA1.f MOORE JoHN BEJIW TREsvr 
THOMAS JAMES FARsrAB ANNA ALICE MORELLI 
THOMAS J. TROY 
JOSEPH WILBERT FINDEN 
MARvEL TYR0NE MoRGAN 
RiciAiw ADRIAN VAN DYK  
RONALD DAJ 	Fisx Roy T. MORY 
BERNARD Fimiac WALMSLEY, JR. 
JEFFREY LEE FLOwERS 
VINCENT Ecmio MUSCOLO 
Ju.f MICHAEL WEGLIN 
JOHN WILFRED FLYNN JoHN RAYMOND WERNER 
FRANCIS XAVIER GAB LAI.ID, fl JEFFRY WILSON MYERS DANiEL JOSEPH WHiTE 
MARY MARGARET CASPER GEORGE JOSEPH NEAULT Gum Laude 
(SR. EVANCELINE, F.c.s.P.) Gum Laude EDWARD MICHAEL WILLIAMS 
MICHAEL JOSEPH GAZABEK FREDERICK DWIGHT Nms LMUIY MIcHAEl.. WILLIAMS 
DELMAB J. GOAD JOHN CHRISTIAN NoiwEEc KAY YAMAMOTO 
JOSEPH HENRY GONYRA, II Louis JusnN NovAL JOHN N. ZAVAGLIA 
School of Education 
W.INFIELD S. FouNr, ED.D., Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION 
LINDA CAROL ACUETrA 
THR0D0JIF THoMAs Birrru 
MARcIr MARY BowMAN 
Cum Laude 
NIcoLIl JACQUELINE CROMABTY 
Magna Gum Laude 
MARGARET MARY DARCEs 
Summa Gum Laude 
CARL TAUNO ERICKSON 
SHIn& DomIFN FIsHER 
Sumrna Gum Laude 
ANNE ELIZABETH GILSDOBF 
Gum Laude 
MAR AivuLA LANG CEAY 
MARY FRANcES Gwn 
PATRIcIA MARIE HACKErr 
MARY ANN HEACERTY 
FRANCIs PAnucI HoRAN 
JAMES PETER JORGENSEN 
ROBERT LEE KELLY 
CEcELIA MAIUE LACKNER 
SUSANNE MACDALINE LiNsLER  
Gum Laude 
KATHRYN ANN LovcmK 
Cam Laude 
Siwu EiiNE MABIoTFI 
Gum Laude 
ALBERT ALLAN McCAmY 
GIOVANNA MIcIIFU 
Gum Laude 
CEcELIA MAIHE MorCA1.M 
Cum Laude 
MARY ANN MOJUSSET 
JANE ANNE NJXoIAY 
Gum Laude 
KATHLEEN RoSE Lcii O'STMA 
Magna Gum Laude 
HARRY VATJCHN PURPUR 
MARIANNE RUET 
JANE FRANcES RUECAMLER 
ARLEEN PAULEITE SCHMILSKI 
MARGARET O'DwYER SoIAiu 
Magna Gum Laude 
Giiww PAUL TABDIE 
SILIn0N Jic To.naN 
LEE GEORGE WALMsLEY 
MAIEU]SE FRANCES WElls 
PATRICIA DIXON WRIGHT 
BACHELOR OF EDUCATiON 
LE0N0RA LEmion AXIONA 
ANNA MAiuE ANTUSH 
DIANE JUSTINA AUGUSTINY 
Moux GEluXrr BAKER 
CONSTANCE MARIE BALLANTYNE  
(SR. JosipH MARIE, C.S.J.) 
Magna Gum Laude 
PATRICIA MARIE BARZ 
ANTHONY SOLOMON BARON 
DuiNE ELJZABETH BADER 
DAVID J. BERG 
BARBARA ANN BERGERSoN 
ROBERT FRANCIS BIAIE 
MARY ANN MATAYA BrzEvIcu 
CLnroN GEORGE Bucx 
HAROLD RAYMOND BUCKNER  
MAUBiir. ANNE Buis 
CATLIERINE ANNE Bumi.n 
Magna Gum Laude 
WILLIAM CLIFFORD CABY 
PATRICK E. CAMPBELL 
DONALD OWEN CONNER 
SHEILA MMUE CoNNORS 
JLs.r.NE LYNN Cox 
Louis THOMAS C0zzE1 -rI 
CLAIRE MAIUE CRou 
VERONICA MARY CRUz 
BARBARA JOSEPHINE DoRAN 
MARIE VICroRIA Doyll 
JAMES EDWARD EGABI 
CATHERINE ANN FEENY 
SHARON KATHLEEN FEENY 
ELAINE CATHERINE FIAQUINTI 
CAROL JOYCE Fowi 
LYNN LORRAINE Fuui 
R0SAIJIl MARY GANGwn 
AMAIIE BRIGIT GOBMAN 
MAIDE V. GREEN  
VIRGIE LEE GREEN  
JoAN PATRICIA GULLO 
RONALD EARL. HAILMAN 
PATRICIA ANNE HAMILL 
Gum Laude 
MARGARET MMm HANSON 
PATRICIA LYNN HABDWIG 
Magna Gum Laude 
BRIARA LouisE HAY 
LOBErrA THERESE HEBERT 
SuZANNE JoiNE HEGUY 
Gum Laude 
JERRY Ciwus HEIGH 
PATRICIA MARILYN HIGGINS 
TERESA PAULINE ICOE 
(SR. MARY MARn, O.P.) 
MARGARET C. IRWIN 
ROBERT JOSEPH JACOBS 
RoSEMARY CECILIA JAMES 
JuI.NNE KATHRYN JONNES 
CATHERINE P. KELS0 
MARGARET MARY KENNEDY 
(SR. MARY Kmiw.r, C.S.J.) 
THERESE MARGARET KEOHEN 
MARY Lou KING 
AmsNE ROSE KINSSLES 
CRYSTAL Joy LAMB 
DONALD RAYMOND LAPINSKI 
SusAN EuZABErii LEEs 
ALBERT JOSEPH LEMIEUX 
MARY LouIsE LINK 
MELINDA ANN MALLoY 
CRACK ANN MALoY 
(SR. MARY ST. AIDAN, B.V.M.) 
DENNIS K00N Tmi MAN 
TIIwfA DORoTHY MANGAN0 
CATHERINE H. MAxww 
PATRICIA Euzmni MCCABE 
CONSTANCE JEAN MARIE 
MCDONOUGH 
RONALD IRvIN McDOUGALL 
SuzANNE McNAmARA  
CAB0LE CONSTANCE MEAsURE 
DIANE C. MIsLANG 
BEluE1m ANN NORTON 
CHRISTINE TRACY NYYssEI.. 
CATIHRINE O'BmiIN 
(SR. MARY ANNUNCIATA, O.P.) 
Gum Laude 
PATRICIA ANN O'LEARY 
CARLA MARY PETERSON 
MARY LYNN PFEFFER 
JOANNE KATHRYN PRATT 
CATHERINE PRENDERGAST 
(SR. MARY BENEDICT, O.P.) 
PATRICK MELVIN QUINN 
ROGER LAMAR RAMSEY 
SHARON MARCUERITE RASMUSSEN 
KAY EUZARETH REISCHMAN 
KAnus.EN LOUISE ROBERTSON 
LINDA JOE Ross 
SHARON MARH Russo 
GARY ANTHONY SANcuES 
JEA.NNE EuZArH ScHLIMGEN 
JOAN LAURETTA Scmwan CmusrINZ MARIE SIFFEBMAN 
JoHN SELDY SEELEY PATRICIA ANN Sirrvr 
SHARON Lyi,mm SEMINABIO DABYL G. SPADAOCINI 
Gum Laude EmIN SPENCER 
MARGAREr LOUISE DIRE SrIuiEs MARThA J0ANN SPINK 
SHARON ANK SHEA ROBERT HARoU STEmINc 
DANA T. SHEAIIN MARILYN J. STEwART 
MARY L. LAGKIE UTScHINSXI 
SusA1 KATHRYN VAN AMBUECH 
BARBARA JEAN VAND'tx 
Gum Laude 
LONNIE ANGElA VEEDER 
JANIcE LOUISE WALTERS 
WALTER WAYNNE WINSTON 
School of Engineering 
DAVID W. ScmloErER, Pii.D., Dean 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CiVIL ENGINEERING 
DONALD LARRY BERGNER 	 HENRY Ross HOPKINS 	 Jss ROGER PEARSON 
FlNcIs LESTER BURDICK ROBERT CLAUDE MAcIsc 	 Gum Laude 
Roy SIDNFF CARLSON, Jn. 	 ILMAR JACOB ORNI 	 Rop SHIBAYAMA 
RALPH H. SuLLIvAN 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
ROBERT Roy AERsoN, JR. 
ROBERT EDWARD BAKER 
Cit MARK Boi.nmN 
ROBERT MICHAEL BRAuxus 
LAWRENCE FRANcIS DALY 
CALVIN JoHN EBrius 
MrrCHw. ERNEST Gm 
THOMAS Emc GmLuND  
GARY LEONARD HARKINS 
Magna Gum Laude 
RONALD VERNE HILL 
Magna Gum Laude 
DONALD BER1w KOCH 
JoHN MILLER  
LEWIS DANIEL PAROLINE 
RUSSELL TylER PoGEMU.LER 
DOUGLAS A. Ross 
NEVADA LEE SAMPLE 
Magna Cum Laude 
GREGORY MArrHEW Sc&iLoN 
JOHN MICHAEL STACHURSIII 
LLOYD M. VON NoRmANN  
Gum Laude 
BACHELOR OF SCiENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
Roy EARL BARKER  
Magna Gum Laude 
BIJAY C. DumKEIl 
JOHN HENRY GrrrrNcs 
BER1uo MANUEL GONZALEZ 
WALrEn J. JOHNSON 
JosEpH JOHN LEIN 
WALrER JofIN MEunucn, JR. 
TERENcE PIrER MUEPw 
PATRIcK J. OTANE 
ADRIANO JUSTO PASION, JR. 
Gum Laude  
RONALD WARREN QUERY 
EDWARD J. Rux 
BILLY G. ROBERTS 
GARY L. SMITH 
JAMES PHILIP THOBSTEINSON 
School of Nursing 
SISTER M1uy RUTH, O.P., M.Eø., Dean 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSiNG 
JULIA EsTELLE BARNEY 
BARBARA ELIZABETH BEISCH 
PATRICIA MARY CALDBICK 
JOYA ANN CAMPEAU 
BARBARA ANN CHANDLER 
CARoLE ANN CLINE 
CAROLYN GRACE CLINE 
PATRICIA ANN COBELENS 
MARY KATHLEEN C0NNERs 
Summa Cum Laude 
MARY LOUISE DEADY  
MARILYN Ciuu DIBB 
PATRICIA ANN MARY DODCE 
ROBERTA ANNE Dniscou. 
MARY CATHERINE FIoRrrNO 
NANCY KATHLEEN Fiiiy 
CONSTANCE KEVIN FOUNTAIN 
NORA LOUISE GAFFNEY 
SUsAN MARIE GALLAGHER 
RoBIN LOUISE HIBSH 
Lucy DIANE JOHNSON 
JOANNE MARY KrESCHNER 
MARY JANE LAWLER 
MARCOT JEAN LoscmuI 
(SR. M. LEONA, C.S.C.) 
TERESA ANN MARSHALL 
SUsAN JANE MAYER 
(SR. JANE FnANcIIS, F.C.S.P.) 
ANNE MARY MCCARTHY 
CATIIRYN ANN MERTZ 
PATRICIA Ai'iN MURPHY 
CAROLYN FRANCES MYERS 
SHEU..& ANN NAUGHTON 
MARY RoSE Hs PABMETER 
M4xINE J. PAUL 
ELIZABETH ANGELA PLUM 
KATHLEEN MARY PUBDY 
HEmI EItn.rA Iluscii 
NANCY MARIE SA.IiNA 
NANcY ANNE SAWA 
MILDRED ANN SHANNON 
JEANETTE LouisE SuEicui 
MARY Ei.azARE-rH SMITH 
DONA LEE TAYLOR 
(SR. DONNA MARIE, F.C.S.P.) 
JUDiTH ANN THOMAS 
Juirra KAY VNuic 
ROSEMARY WALSH 
NOREEN T. WARD 
KATHERINE ANN WATERS 
ANN 'WILLIAMSON 
(SR. M. CARMEN, C.S.J.) 
Magna Gum Laude 
College of Sister Formation 
SISTER JurrxB, F.C.S.P., PH.D., Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS NON-CLASSICAL 
MARGARITA ACOSTA 
(SR. MARGARITA, F.C.S.P.) 
SALLY ANN BABmIrr 
(SR. MARY CJuNE, C.S.J.) 
DONNA LYNN CHAPPELL 
(SR. Irz Euzrii, F.C.S.P.) 
Magna Cum Laude 
BARBARA ANNE COOMBE 
(SR. MARY GAMELTNA, F.C.S.P.) 
JuDrrH ANNE FINN 
(SR. MARIE KATERI, F.C.S.P.) 
DONNA MAY FIsK 
(SR. MARIA TRINITA, F.C.S.P.) 
ELIZABETH AGNEs KANE 
(SR. M. BEINErrE, C.S.J.) 
MARGARET DOROTHY LAILDE 
(SR. MARGARET DoRoTHY, 
F.C.S.P.) 
LENOiIA Rum LAMPERT 
(SR. M. FRANCITA, C.S.J.) 
Magna Gum Laude 
MARY JANE LEHT[NEN 
(SR. JEAN MARIE, O.P.) 
Gum Laude  
MARY CABMEL LrrrLE 
(SR. MARY CABITA, C.S.J.) 
Gum Laude 
JUDITH C. Lovcmx 
(SR. MARY THMA, F.C.S.P.) 
Summa Gum Laude 
KAREN ANN MATrHEWS 
(SB. KAREN ANN, F.C.S.P.) 
PATRICIA LOUISE McCoy 
(SR. BERNADErL'.E ANN, F.C.S.F.) 
LEANER ALICE MCGOWAN 
(SR. MARILYN, C.S.J.) 
ANN MARIE MCGRATH 
(SR. MARY SUSAN, O.P.) 
THERESA ALICE MCNICHOL 
(SR. JANE ALICE, F.C.S.P.) 
Jo-ANNE AILEEN MILLER 
(SR. MARY KEVINITA, C.S.J.) 
Magna Gum Laude 
TEBEZA NAICATOCO 
(SR. MARY PrRONRLIA, D.M,) 
THERESA NAXYEJIVE 
(SR. WILLIAM, D.M.) 
MARY KATE NEALEN 
(SR. LEONOBE MARY, F.C.S.P.) 
GawrIxNE MARY NmsEN 
(SR. MARY GEnAr.rn, F.C.S.P.) 
HEIDE MARIA PABBENO 
(SR. JNEz, F.C.S.P.) 
SHIRLEY MARGAUBIETE REEDY 
(SR. MARY GONZAGA, F.C.S.P.) 
DOROTHY MALUE ST. MARTIN 
(SR. MARIANNE, F.C.S.P.) 
DOROTHY LOUISE SARI0vAJ.. 
(SR. ALICE IiE, F.C.S.P.) 
SHARON LEE STEELE 
(Sn. MARY Airnnm, O.P.) 
LINEA MARGARET STEOPE 
(SB. FmELIs MAIHE, F.C.S.P.) 
JEAN ANN Torr 
(Sn. MARIA OF JESUS, F.C.S.P.) 
JuDrrix MAJUE T11ES 
(SR. M. DORINA, C.S.J.) 
Gum Laude 
PATRICIA CAROLE VABTAIIAN 
(SR. JoHN MARIE, F.C.S.P.) 
Magna Gum Laude 
ROSE VmcmIA. SIPIN VERZOSA 
(Sn. ROSE Cmusii, F.C.S.P) 
CONNIE JEAN WALSH 
(SR. MARY SA.MIJEL, O.P.) 
MARILYN CLARE WALnii 
(SR. MARILYN CIA1IE, F.C.S.P.) 
The Graduate School 
Bzv. EDMUND W. MORTON, S.J., PH.D., Dean 
BRUCE C. BERzIn 
JOSEPH BINETrI, Jn, 
Rum M. ENGLISH 
MASTER OF ARTS 
MICHAEL CHRISTOPHER HANBAHAN 
JEAN Hoin 
(SR. MARY DENNIS, 02.) 
MARY ALICE KELLY 
(Sn. MAIIIANNA, C.S.J.) 
MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION 
DONALD JOSEPH KOVACEVICH 
F1*rnucA HAJcIrr BECHTEL 
DOROTHY BERG 
(SR. MARY DE LoulIDEs, 0.P.) 
MARY ELIZABETH BISCHOFF 
(Sn. EuN, F.C.S.P.) 
ROBERT VERNON CosTAIN 
HELEN MAY Cos'rnLLo 
Jomr FRANCIS Cosmuo 
CECILIA T. CBAFrs 
(SR. CECILIA SETON, S.C.H.) 
ROBERT DAVID CnosErro 
CALVIN WmuAzf Cnow 
LAWRENCE RICHARD CUBEAN 
PATRICIA DALY 
(Sn. ISABEL MARY, S.N.J.M.) 
JAMEs Louis DEL GIMmiI 
ALBERT I. EwrNcs 
VALERIE Aucusi'um.& FER.NIIEs 
SARAH Fi&n 
(SR. MmrAM Aiii, S.N.J.M) 
DoLons PAULSON MJoisNEs 
MASTER OF EDUCATiON 
VIRGIL LAVERN GEYER 
RoLLo LEN Couw 
LESLIE WILLIAM HENDRICKS 
DOROTHY HOLTON 
(Sn. MARY AGNEs, R.G.S.) 
DUANE E. HONSBERCER 
JEROME M. HuEFFED  
AGNES KAUTH 
(SR. MARY DONALD, 0.S.B.) 
HANOEA MARY KENNEDY 
(SR. MARY lth'nAEL, B.V.M.) 
WIu.IAM KENNETH KOENIG 
MARY G. KOVATC1I 
(Sn. MARY Cru1rxR, C.S.J.) 
FRANX X. KUMACAI 
JARIZs Ainnn MA.NNING 
EVA BEu MATHIS 
DOROTHY A. MCCIAnIE 
ALBERT THOMAS Mo'rr 
MoNICA MMUE ScInmT 
(SR. JoEL Mny, S.N.J.M) 
JOSEPH JoHN RAUCH 
RAmoND D. BIEDL 
SYLVIA MELROSE RYAN 
C. Rum SABoL 
CLARA LOUISE SAG! 
MARJORIE V. SEABSON 
(SR. MARION EuzABum, S.C,H.) 
THOMAS DENTON SHAuIs 
DANIEL EDWARD STABER 
MARGARET SwARN 
(Sn. MARY REINA, B.V.M.) 
RONALD NonAN THOMPSON 
JoAN E. TIIOEP 
(SR. MARY RICHAIW, 0.P.) 
JOSEPH NEAl. UNDERWOOD 
EARL. CURTIS WEBER 
RICHARD CLAm WILLIAMS 
SARAH WOOD 
(SR. MARY MABcqnnr, C.S.J.) 
MABYLOU WYSE 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NATURAL SCIENCE 
DONNA MA.mnz BARRY 	 PATRICK DENNIS HOPPER, S.J. 	JoAN EIizAnr.m MELCHER 
(Sn. SHAwN MARIE, S.N.J.M.) MERVIN WA 	LOPER 	 Fiwrcis JOSEPH NASH, S.J. 
MARGUERITE HAMMERSCRMITH 	DENNIS CIElr MuoNEY, F.S.C.H. KATHERINE VORN1IROCK 
(Sn. MARY VIcrroRnE, 0.P.) ROBERT NonmAN MARION 	 (Sn. MARY PETEII, 0.P.) 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGiNEERING 
DONALD LEN BowIE 	 WILBUR L. JoNES 	 NonmAN Dn SEILSTAD 
DAVID W. CARR 	 DAN Hmosm KusAi.& 	 HEINZ ROBERT WIDDrrScmt 
RusSELL VINcnrrr Cosr&NZA 	 JoHN MIGIASi. MICHELS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGiNEERING 
ROBERT GEORGE HoPcIRoET 	 RICHARD Doucr.As WAISS 
Charge to the Graduates 
In response to a special charge which will be given to them by Very Reverend John A. Fitterer, S.J., 
President of Seattle University, the graduates will recite in unison the following pledge: 
WITH A SOLEMN SENSE OF RESPONSIBILITY I I PLEDGE MYSELF / TO HOLD MY DEGREE lAS A 
SACRED TRUST / WITH UNTARNISHED HONOR TO MYSELF / IN GENEROUS LOYALTY TO ALMA 
MATER / AND WITH FIDELiTY TO MY FELLOW MEN / TO MY COUNTRY / AND TO MY GOD. 
Commissions 
Second Lieutenant, U. S. Army Reserve 
The candidates will be presented by 
LIEu-ItNAic'r COLONEL ROBERT K. LIEDING 
MAY 1965 
Robert Edward Baker, Army intelligence Service 
*James Dennis Bordenet, Army Intelligence Service 
°Roy Sidney Carison, Jr., Artillerij 
Richard Allen Cavaliere, Signal Corps 
°Eugene Benjamin Dalbey, Signal Corps 
Lawrence Francis Daly, Ordnance Corps 
°Charles George Dynes, Armor 
* Michael James Flaherty, Medical Service Corps 
°George Leo Griffin, Artillery 
Edward Charles Kleffner, Chemical Corps 
Michael Joseph Leibold, Ordnance Corps 
Michael Francis Lightfoot, Armor 
James Allen Mallonee, Medical Service Corps 
Anthony John Philippsen, Jr., Infantry 
William Edwin Rowe, Medical Service Corps 
°Thomas Joseph Troy, Medical Service Corps 
Dennis Lee Vercillo, Military Police Corps 
°Distinguished Military Graduate 
The commissions will be tendered by 
COLONEL. JoHN M. WILLIAMS 
Deputy Commander, X US Army Corps 
AUGUST 1964 
Gregory Paul Barlow, Infantry 
°John Arthur Brockliss, infantry 
°Patrick Charles Connolly, Artillery 
John Michael Griffin, Chemical Corps 
Edwin Joseph Leibold, Ordnance Corps 
Bernard Jonathan Lockrem, Infantry 
°Ted Sterling Myers 
DECEMBER 1964 
*Anthony Solomon Baron, Infantry 
Frederick A. Bruener, Finance Corps 
*Patrick Charles Byrne, Finance Corps 
Robert Michael Dunn, Infantry 
John Charles Kertes, Signal Corps 
David James McDermott, Ordnance Corps 
Norman Gary Meyer, Artillery 
Vincent Egidio Muscolo, Signal Corps 
°Dennis Walter Westover, infantry 
MARCH 1965 
Richard Bertram Peterson, Adjutant General Corps 
Robert Kenton Sauvage, Infantry 
Terence Peter Murphy, Ordnance Corps 
A wards 
PRESIDENTS CUP 
MARY KAThLEEN CoNNER5 
Awarded to the graduating senior who has maintained the highest scholarship throughout four years. 
BISHOP SHAUGHNESSY MEDAL 
Franmcu 
In memory of the Most Reverend Gerald Shaughnessy, S.T.D., former Bishop of Seattle. 




Seattle University, in sincere and grateful acknowledgment of a lengthy and dedicated career of service 
to the University and its students, is pleased to confer the rank of Professor Emeritus on the following: 
VrNcsrr M. CONWAY, S.J., M.A., History 	 FRANCIS J. MCGARBIGLE, S.J., Ph.D., Philosophy 
IlicilAiw P. Hrcy, Ph.D., English 	 CAin, A. Pn-zER, M.A., Music 




Rowena Taylor Agner 
Linda Carol Aguetta 
Leonora Leimomi Akiona 
Teny Whitney Albrecht 
Joanne Louise Allen 
Anna Marie Antush 
Diane Justina Augustiny 
Molly Gehien Baker 
Constance Ballantyne 
(Sr. Joseph Marie, C.S.J.) 
Patricia Marie Banz 
Anthony Solomon Baron 
Darlene Elizabeth Bauer 
Theodore Thomas Bentler 
David John Berg 
Barbara Ann Bergerson 
Robert Francis Blair 
Maggie Mary Bowman 
Lois Caryann Boyle 
(Sr. Catherine Therese, 
F.C.S.P.) 
WMLeger Brunelle George Buck 
Harold Raymond Buckner 
Maureen Anne Burns 
Catherine Anne Butler 
William Clifford Cady 
Frances Johnson Cal 
Joan Mary Campbell 
(Sr. Joanne, F.C.S.P.) 
Patrick Edward Campbell 
Lynn Patricia Chenette 
Donald Owen Conner 
Sheila Marie Connors 
Rena Susan Corgatelli 
Jeanne Lynn Cox 
Louis Thomas Cozzetti 
Nicole Jacqueline Cromarty 
Claire Marie Croteau 
Veronica Mary Cruz 
Margaret Mary Daeges 
Barbara Josephine Doran 
Marie Victoria Doyle 
James E. Egan 
James Michael Eisenhardt 
Carl T. Erickson 
Catherine Ann Feeny 
Sharon Kathleen Feeny 
Sheila Doreen Fisher 
Elaine Catherine Flaquinti 
Carol Joyce Fowler 
Lynn Lorraine Fuller 
Valerie Ann Furno 
(Sr. Gemma, F.C.S.P.) 
Rosalie Mary Gangwer 
Anne Elizabeth Gilsdorf 
Anemarie Brigit Gorman 
Mae Arvilla Gray 
Marie Vincenza Green 
Virgie Lee Green 
Mary Frances Greiner 
Joan Patricia Gullo 
Patricia Marie Hackett 
Ronald E. Haliman 
Patricia Anne Hamill 
Margaret Marie Hanson 
Patricia Lynn Hardwig 
Margaret Louise Hartiord 
Barbara Louise Hay 
Richard Kenji Hayatsu 
Mary Ann Heagerty 
Loretta Therese Hebert 
Suzanne J. Heguy 
Jerry Charles Heigh 
Patricia MarilynHiggins 
Francis Patrick Horan 
Teresa Pauline Igoe 
(Sr. Mary Martin, O.P.) 
Margaret C. Irwin 
Robert Joseph Jacobs 
Rosemary Cecilia James 
Julianne Kathryn Jonnes 
James Peter Jorgensen 
Patricia Diane Kallgren 
Elsie Ann Kelly 
(Sr. Ramona Marie, F.C.S.P.) 
Robert Lee Kell 
Catherine P. Ke 
Alice Kennard 
(Sr. Aliee, C.S.J.) 
Therese Margaret Keohen 
Margaret Mary Kennedy 
(Sr. Mary Kieran, C.S.J.) 
Mary Lou King 
Arlene Rose Kinssies 
Ann Frissell Lackey 
Cecelia Marie Lackner 
Crystal Joy Lamb 
Don Raymond Lapinski 
Susan Elizabeth Lees 
Patricia Mary Leibold 
Albert Joseph Lemieux 
Mary Louise Link 
Susanne Magdaline Linsler 
Kathy Ann Lovchik 
Kathleen Rose Lynch 
Rose Marie Lyons 
Patricia Elizabeth McCabe 
Albert Allan McCaffrey 
Agnes McCarthy 
(Sr. Mary Justin, OP.) 
Patricia Anne McCarthy 
Michael James McDermott 
Suzanne MeNamara 
Leroy Henry Macke 
Melinda Ann Malloy 
Grace Ann Maloy 
(Sr. Mary St. Mdan, B.V.M.) 
Dennis K. T. Man 
Thelma Dorothy Mangano 
Shari Elaine Mariotti 
Theodore Irving Marmo 
Mary Ann Mataya 
Catherine Hilda Maxwell 
Carole Constance Measure 
Mary Hutchins Mentzer 
Ciovanna Micheli 
Diane Consuela Mislang 
Cecelia Marie Montcalm 
Mary Ann Morisset 
Mary Davida Morris 
Jane Anne Nikolay 
Bernadette Ann Norton 
Christine Tracy Nyyssela 
Edward Vernon Nystrom 
Catherine O'Brien 
(Sr. Mary Annunciata, O.P.) 
Mary Josephine O'Dwyer 
(Sr. Mary DeLourdes, O.P.) 
Patricia Joann Oshie 
Christine Ann Peshon 
(Sr. Barbara Joan, F.C.S.P.) 
Carla Mary Peterson 
Richard Wayne Peterson 
Mary Lynn Pfeffer 
Joanne Kathryn Pratt 
Catherine Prendergast 
(Sr. Mary Benedict, O.P.) 
Harry Vaughn Purpur 
Patrick Melvin Quinn 
Roger Lamar Ramsey 
Sharon Marguerite Rasmussen 
Kay E. Reischman 
Leo Edwin Remington 
Kathleen Louise Robertson 
Linda Joe Ross 
Marianne Ruef 
Jane Frances Ruegamer 
Sharon Marie Russo 
Gary Anthony Sanches 
Jeanne Elizabeth Schlimgen 
Arleen Paulette Schmilski 
Karl George Schray 
Joan Lauretta Schumacher 
Kathleen Yvonne Searcy 
John Selby Seeley 
Sharon Lynne Seinmario 
Margaret Louise Shaules 
Sharon Ann Shea 
Marilyn Ingram Shuler 
Christine Marie Sifferman 
Patricia Ann Slettvet 
Margaret O'Dwyer Solari 
Daryl Gene Spadaccini 
Eileen Spencer 
Martha Joann Spink 
Robert H. Sterling 
Marilyn Jean Stewart 
Gerard Paul Tardie 
Sharon Jean Tonkin 
Thomas Joseph Traeger 
Mary Patricia Turner 
Mary L. Utschinski 
Susan Kathryn Van Amburgh 
Barbara Jean Van Dyke 
Lonnie Angela Veeder 
Lee George Walmsley 
Janice Louise Walters 
Richard Leroy Weeks 
Madeline Frances Wells 
Kristin Ann White 
Walter Wayrme Winston 
M. Jesslyn Winter 
Patricia Diane Wright 
STANDARD CERTIFICATES 
Barbara Ann Albright 
James Edward Alexander 
Marjorie Josephine Allyn 
Fernando Amorteguy 
Peter George Antoncich 
Perron Joseph Auve 
John Carl Barnes 
Roy Edward Barnes 
Paul Thompson Bennett 
Charles Patrick Bigley 
Mary Ellen Blackburn 
Gertrude Nancy Blair 
(Sr. Mary Daniel, F.C.S.P.) 
Elizabeth Ann Brown 
(Sr. Mary Joseph, O.P.) 
E. Virginia Brown 
Laura Jane Bruce 
Gerard Arthur Burley 
John Leone Campbell 
Dominic Anthony Carlone 
Mary Katherine Carr 
(Sr. Mary Noreena, S.N.J.M.) 
Jan Marie Clark 
Robert William Cole 
C. Claire Cooper 
Tm, S. Cousins 
Milton Stearns Clifton 
Kieran P. Cunningham, O.S.B. 
Sonja Sue Dodge 
Rosalie DuMont 
(Sr. Carmel Joseph, C.S.J.) 
Ruth Madalene English 
Constance Colleen Fox 
(Sr. Constance Marie, 
F.C.S.P.) 
Josephine Cotton Funderburg 
Therese Dumais Camber 
Lynn Sherman Gaston 
Raymond Lawrence Gibson 
Douglas Fred Corton 
Delbert Wayne Hansen 
James Arnold Hansen 
Earl LeRoy Harding, Jr. 
James Thomas Harney 
Susanne Margaret Hartung 
(Sr. Joel, F.C.S.P.) 
Loy Charlotte Harvey 
Elsie Marie Havlik 
(Sr. Mary Denise, O.P.) 
R. Warren Heber 
Joan Nadeen Holiday 
(Sr. Mary Virgil, C.S.J.) 
Geraldine Ann Houser 
James Doherty Howard 
Donald Walter Hultgren 
Claude A. Indall 
Sheila Elizabeth Ingoldsby 
(Sr. Sheila Mary, F.C.S.P.) 
Judy Marie Johnson 
Sanford Earl Keys 
Kay Christine Kuntz 
(Sr. Marie Elizabeth, 
F.C.S.P.) 
Roseclara Lange 
Thelma Delores Liddell 
Donna D. Lichter 
(Sr. Mary Kathleen, O.P.) 
Immaculate Josephine Lupis 
Mary Catherine McGuire 
(Sr. Mary Margaret, F.C.S.P.) 
Alfred Mantegna 
Barbara Ann Matteson 
(Sr. Mary Gerald, O.P.) 
Mariana Murphy 
(Sr. Mary Margaret Laurene, 
S.N.J.M.) 
Arda Lou Nevue 
(Sr. Catherine Louise, 
F.C.S.P) 
Richard F. Nichols 
Regina Popowska Norris 
Annie Frances Oman 
(Sr.Mary Margaret Patricia, 
O.S.F.) 
Grace Irene Orchard 
Rosalie Marilyn Palmer 
Ronald Joseph Patnode 
George C. Plumis 
John Leslie Prendergast 
Bill Dean Ray 
Don Thomas Riccardo 
Joan Marie Robel 
(Sr. Mary Joan, C.S.J.) 
Rayola Mae Rohay 
Sonja Mary Rossman 
Mary Evelyn Sassman 
(Sr. Mary Michon, O.S.B.) 
Helene Flemstad Schuller 
Gordon A. Seeley 
Kathryn Joan Shaver 
Jack Lee Simmons 
Marie Evangeline Smith 
(Sr. Celine Marie, F.C.S.P.) 
Mary Jean Smith 
Carol Ann Staudacher 
(Sr. Mary Joan, O.P.) 
Mary Alice Taylor 
Charles Robert TenPas 
Ronald Norman Thompson 
William Joseph Vetters 
Mary Frances White 
(Sr. Mary Stephen, O.P.) 
Sarah I. Wood 
(Sr. Mary Margaret, C.S.J.) 
STANDARD ELEMENTARY CERTiFiCATES 
Katherine Brown 
(Sr. Anna Mary, C.S.J.) 
George A. Carey 
Patricia Anne Donohoe 
Lorraine Mary Hofmeister 
(Sr. Rita Clare, F.C.S.P.) 
Maureen Theresa Hurley 
(Sr. Marie Anita, F.C.S.P.) 
Lloyd Wallace Keiley 
John Leonard Miles 
Margaret Ellen Rowe 
(Sr. Charlotte Maureen, 
S.N.J.M.)  
Norma Mickelsen Satterstrom 
Rudy Edward Sherwood 
Madeline Rose Turpin 
Eva Ruth Vance 
STANDARD SECONDARY CERTIFICATES 
Anthony S. King 	 Grace A. Montgomery 	 Raymond Domnic Riedi 
Academic Costume 
The caps, gowns and hoods universally worn by faculties and candidates for degrees at graduating 
exercises are a costume dating back to the Twelfth Century. In medieval days the scholars were clerics; the 
buildings were cold; capes and hoods were required for warmth, and robes of scholars were similar to the 
cassocks of the clerics. 
In the course of years of development, caps with tassels have replaced capes for the head covering, the 
hooded cape has been modified into the present hood, and the gowns with long flowing sleeves have been 
redesigned to indicate the character of the degree of the wearer. In 1893, a student movement in the United 
States endorsed academic apparel as overcoming awkwardness and difference in dress at graduation exercises 
and resulted in a standardization of academic costume in this country. 
The Intercollegiate Code, adopted in 1895, recognizes three styles of gowns: a bachelor's gown, a master's 
gown, and a doctor's gown. The differences in these gowns are mainly in the cut and shape of the sleeves and 
in the trimming. Hoods are also recognized for each of the above degrees and vary in shape, size and length. 
The shell of the hood matches the black material of the gown, and is lined with the color or colors of the 
institution conferring the degree. The velvet bordering of the hood is of a color indicative of the field of 
learning to which the degree pertains. The Oxford cap, proper for all degrees, is worn both indoors and outdoors 
with academic costume. The tassel, worn over the left eye once the degree is conferred, is also symbolic of 
the degree and conforms to the code of colors for hood trimming. Prior to the actual conferring of the degree 
the tassel is worn over the right eye. Holders of doctor's degrees are entitled to wear a gold tassel. The tassel of 
a bachelor's degree indicates the field in which the degree is granted. The color for each field of learning follows: 
Arts and Letters White Library Science Lemon 
Theology and Divinity Scarlet Education Ice Blue 
Laws Purple Forestry Russet 
Philosophy Blue Commerce and Finance Olive Drab 




Veterinary Science Gray 
Physical Education Sage Green  
Fine Arts Brown Agriculture 
Maize 
Music Pink Economics Copper 
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Ushers—Gamma Sigma Phi, Intercollegiate Knights, Spurs 
Seattle University R.O.T.C. Color Guard 
Department of Music, Seattle University 
DABYL GENE SPADACCINI, organist 
